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Optical Beamforming System for Satellite Communication

N.Tessema, Z.Cao, E.Tangdiongga and A.M.J Koonen

1COBRA Research Institute, Dept. of Electrical Engineering, Eindhoven University of Technology, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands

We present an optical beamforming system for satellite communication using optical true time delay. A simple 2-by-1 optical beamformer is used as an initial step to validate the proof-of-concept of our proposed system. The beamformer uses a variable fibre-optic true time delay line to delay an optical signal which is used to control the phase of received radio frequency signal. Simulation results are used to further analyse the system performance. The goal is to realize an NxN beamformer with N >2 on a compact integrated optical chip. The proposed beamformer is shown to be a promising solution for a wideband satellite communication link.

Introduction

Satellite communication is an integral part of modern daily life including TV broadcasts, weather forecasting and research applications in radio astronomy. With the fast growing demand for satellite communication, the establishment of a wideband robust communication link is crucial. One way to achieve increased bandwidth for long-distance radio frequency (RF) communication is via beam forming [1]. In receive beamforming, an array of antennas known as a phased array antenna (PAA) system receives a signal from a space along a given direction. Then, the signals from each antenna element are phase shifted and later combined to give a boost in the received signal power. Traditional microwave beamformers use electrical phase shifters which have an equal phase shift for all frequency components of the signal. This causes the problem of beam squint [2, 3, and 4]. This means signals from each antenna element at different frequencies are not combined coherently which leads to the radio beam pointing in different directions for each frequency component. Wideband phase shifters in the digital domain are available but they are bulky and lossy [5]. Optically controlled beamforming solves this beam squint problem by delaying all spectral components equally in time causing the spectrum to experience a linear phase shift. This delay is realized by optical true-time delay lines (ODLs) and can be made ultra-small and compact using photonic integration technologies.

Operational Principles

Our proposed optical beamforming system architecture is shown in Fig. 1. The optical beamforming system consists of a central unit and a remote unit. A directly modulated laser (DML) and the photo detector (PD) are deliberately situated at the central unit, which allows having simpler and less expensive remote units. The DML driven by a local oscillator (LO) of frequency $f_{LO}$, generates a continuous wave optical signal which is transported to a remote unit via a single mode fibre (SMF). At the remote unit, a phased array antenna system with an inter-element distance of $d$ receives RF signal from space in the frequency range from 20-40 GHz. When a signal is received in the
direction of $\theta$, $AS_2$ is received with a time advance of $T = \frac{d \sin \theta}{c}$ before $AS_1$ is received, where $c$ is the speed of light. That means there is a phase lag between each antenna signal due to the time of arrival difference $T$. The MZM modulates the optical signal with antenna signal ($AS_i$) received from each antenna $i$ ($i=1, 2,...N$). After external modulation, ODL is used to compensate the delay between the antenna signals in the optical domain. This is done by applying an incremental delay of $(i-1)\times T$ to each channel $i$ when the signal arrives at the $I^{th}$ antenna the latest. Then, the signal from each channel is transported back to central unit via SMF where the O/E conversion takes place at the PD. After the O/E conversion, combination of the signal in electrical domain produces a beam. As a result, the received signal is boosted in power due to constructive combination of the received antenna signals (beamforming).

Simulation Results
Simulation was performed to see the impact of the optical modulation technique used at the MZM on the receiver bit error rate (BER) in the frequency of interest i.e. 20 GHz. The simulation was done on VPItransmissionMaker™. A 2.5Gbps OOK data modulated on 20 GHz signal was received at the antenna unit. A 15GHz LO signal $f_{LO}$ modulated a DML to generate a continuous wave optical signal and two subcarriers. Then, the optical signal was modulated with received antenna signal using MZM with a biasing voltage of $V_{\pi/2}=1.25V$. For comparison, suppressed carrier modulation was simulated by biasing the differential MZM with $V_s$ and applying $180^\circ$ phase shift in the dual arms. As a result, a 20 dB suppression of optical carrier was obtained as can be seen from Fig 2. A sweep attenuator was used to vary the received optical power at the photo detector in both cases. BER values simulated for different received optical power are shown in Fig 2. It can be observed from the figure that suppressed carrier modulation has less BER values for the same value of received power. This is because carrier suppression reduces the noise component related to the optical carrier.

Experimental Results
In this section, we present a simple experimental setup developed to verify the proof-of-concept of our proposed system. Fig 3a shows the schematic of the experimental set up of a 2-by-1 optical beamformer. Due to lack of optical and electrical components in our frequency of interest (20-40GHz), the experiment presented in this section was done at lower frequency. A LO signal of 6 GHz was used to drive the DML at 25°C and with a biasing current of 80 mA. The measured spectrum of the laser is shown in Fig 3b.
Then, an ODL was used in one of the channels to delay the optical signal. Fig 4a shows the measured linear relation of the phase shift of the RF signal with the time delay applied by ODL. A 360° phase shift on the 6 GHz signal was achieved after 170 ps delay at ODL. A 10GHz PIN+TIA receiver was used to convert the signal back to electrical. The optical beating between the carrier and the subcarrier generated a 6 GHz electrical signal after photo detection. The time delay applied in the optical signal translates to phase shift of the RF signal after photo detection. A 2-by-1 optical beamforming was done with offline processing i.e. combination of the undelayed received signal (channel 1) with its delayed copy (channel 2). When the phase shift between the channels is zero, i.e. when the two signals are in phase a constructive addition of the signals happens and a maximum power level is received. When the two channels are out of phase, a destructive addition of the combined waveforms leads to a minimum received power level. We verified this by progressively changing the optical delay applied by ODL from 0-343 ps, and measuring the power level of the combined RF signal from the two channels. Fig 4b shows the normalised power level ratio in dB of the beamformer when the delay was varied. It can be seen from that maximum power levels were measured at 0, 170, 340 ps delay. In these cases the two signals are in phase, hence maximum power was measured. On the other hand, a minimum power level was received when the two channels were 180° out of phase at 83 ps and 240 ps respectively. At these minimum points a power suppression ratio of 23 dB was achieved. This allows filtering out or suppression of unwanted radio signal. This can be very useful in applications where beamforming is employed for interference suppression. Hence, it is shown that we can control the beamformer power through dynamic control of the ODL.

Fig. 2. Simulation of BER for full and suppressed carrier modulations
Conclusions
A proof-of-concept of a 2-by-1 optical beamformer for satellite communication on an optical-fibre true time delay is successfully demonstrated experimentally. Simulation results also give an insight on how to further improve system link performance using suppressed carrier modulation.
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